Abstract-Traditional GVF snake model has enlarged capture range and improved the convergence capability for boundary concavities, but it cannot efficiently solve the convergence problem for an image with deep boundary concavities and high noise. In this paper, by integrating the region force derived from the region information of interested object in an image into the force balance equation, a novel snake model was proposed to guide the evolvement of contour curve. Compared with traditional GVF snake model, our model further effectively improves capability of reducing noise sensitivity and converging into deeply boundary concavities. Experimental results with synthetic images and real images demonstrated the feasibility and robustness of our model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Boundary extraction is very important in numerous applications such as image segmentation and computer vision. Although a various number of boundary extraction techniques have been proposed, the boundary extraction is still challenging. Snake models first proposed by Kass et al. [1] have been successfully applied to many fields including boundary extraction and image analysis [2] [3] [4] . However, although some improvements of the traditional snake models have been made, there are still some shortcomings, especially they are easily relapsed into a local optimal in a high noise image and invalid for the images with deeply boundary concavities.
Parametric and implicit representations are two important techniques used for boundary representation. The traditional snake models provide a global method and were described as a closed parametric curve that deforms dynamically and moves towards the boundary of interested object in an image under a minimization procedure for an energy function composed of internal and external energy. The distance vector flow (DVF) was proposed to enlarge the capture range by using the distance transform in [5] , but it failed in images with boundary concavities. By introducing the gradient vector flow (GVF) derived from the image gradient field, Xu and Prince [6] proposed a new external force and the corresponding GVF snake model. Compared with the classical snake model, GVF snake model and improved GGVF [7] snake model have a larger capture range to decrease the restrictions on initialization and a stronger convergence capability of moving snakes into boundary concavities. However, the initialization and convergence problems were completely solved, for instance, they failed to evolve at saddle and stationary points as shown in [8] [9] . Active region model was presented by Ivins [10] for segmenting colors and textures by using statistical information of object regions in snake models. By unifying snakes, region growing and Bayes/MDL, Zhu and Yuille [11] propose a region competition method based on statistical information for multiband image segmentation. The complexity of above two models was increased on account of the use of statistical techniques, which leads to the limitation in these applications.
In this paper, a novel GVF snake model based on the region information of interested object was proposed to extract the boundary of interested object in an image. By integrating the region force derived from the region information of interested object into the force balance equation, designing image transform operator to guide the evolvement of contour curve, the proposed method further effectively improves capability of reducing noise sensitivity and converging into deeply boundary concavities compared with traditional GVF snake model. Experimental results with synthetic images and real images demonstrated the feasibility and robustness of our model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the traditional GVF snake model and its numerical implement are briefly introduced. The proposed method is described in Section 3. Experimental results and analyses are shown in Section 4, and the conclusion is presented in Section 5. 
Furthermore, equation (3) ()
where the parameter  is a regularization parameter governing the tradeoff between the first term and the second term in the integrand. Furthermore, to obtain the corresponding dynamic equation, we replace the image potential force
and equation (5) can be rewritten as:
The parametric curve is defined as a GVF snake by solving the above dynamic equation. Its numerical solution can be found by discretizing the equation and solving the discrete system iteratively, which is similar to the classical snake [1] .
III. PROPOSED MODEL
In this section, a novel snake model is introduced by integrating region information to extract the boundary of interested object, which can efficiently solve the convergence problems in traditional snake models that include easily relapsing into a local optimal in a high noise image and its invalidity for the image with deep boundary concavities. And the discretization and implementation of our model are also described.
A. Definition of Region Energy
To make full use of the region information, it was directly introduced to the proposed model by referring region integral from the grayscale information of interested object as region energy. Assuming that an interested object region R is enclosed by its curve () vs in an image ( , ) I x y , the grayscale information ( , )
is obtained as a double integral described by
where H is defined as an image transform operator. Furthermore, we define 4 w as the corresponding weighting coefficient. Therefore, the energy function (1) introducing region energy region E can be rewritten as:
B. Proposed Region Force and Approach Model
Green formula established the connection between double integral on region D and curve integral on boundary curve L of region D , which makes that the region information and its boundary information can be transformed into each other. It is described as equation (11), where P and Q are defined as the functions on region D . 
By using Green formula, double integral region E on the interested region can be transformed into curve integral on the boundary curve and is further described as equation (12), so that the region information is directly introduced to the evolvement procedure of the curve () 
Therefore, the region force region F derived from the region information of interested object is described as:
The positive direction of a curve () vs is defined as: region R is located in the left when moving along the curve.
x  and y  denote the variations between node ( , ) xy and its former neighbor node in the curve along the x-axis and y-axis direction respectively. Supposing that the size of an image is kl  , the sign function () sign  is defined as: 1; 0 ( ) 0; 0; 1; 0
The image transform operator H has a decisive role in the magnitude and direction of the region force imposed on an evolving curve. The procedure of boundary extraction is equivalent to its of eventually reaching force equilibrium by evolving curve under the combined effect of internal and external forces, so it also determines the speed and direction of the convergence. According to the positional relationships between the initial curve and interesting object, the operator H can be divided into the following two conditions:
1) The initial curve is set in the outer region. Here the corresponding extracted boundary is obtained by guiding inward (shrink) evolvement of the initial curve. According to the definition of the above positive direction, the operator H is defined as the following the image transform operator 1 H : 
As can be seen in (16) and (17), the image transformation operator 1 H and 2 H were both designed to change the region force imposed on evolving curve. Their role during the evolvement of initial curve always makes the direction of region force pointing the target region, so this can result in the guiding force pointing to the inner and outer side of evolving curve respectively. And this improves further the capability to overcome the impact of the feature points and can guide evolving curve converging into the boundary of the target region.
Furthermore, Direct was defined to indicate the direction of contour curve and described as: 
The image transform operator H is designed as the above expression to derive the region force from the region information included in the interested object. Therefore, the external force term derived from image potential energy and region energy of the interested object in an image respectively. By introducing region information and derived from the energy function (10), the force balance equation (4) w are weighting coefficients corresponding to different energy terms respectively.
C. Discretization and Implementation
As can be seen from the force balance equation (21), the region force derived from the region information is introduced to GVF snake model as the external force term. In this paper, the finite difference method is chosen to implement the discretization of the force balance equation. The discrete representation of the curve () vs is described as:
where n is the number of nodes in the evolving curve and h is the distance between adjacent nodes. Furthermore, the discretization of the internal energy int E is represented by the below (23), where the derivatives are approximated by the finite difference.
The discretization of the region force ii xy along the corresponding xaxis and y-axis direction respectively.
The GVF force is represented by f(x,y)
. Now the corresponding force balance equation is represented by
Furthermore, the above force balance equation (26) is described in the following matrix form as:
Ay w f x y w M x y y y
where A is a pentadiagonal banded matrix. To solve the above equations (27) and (28), the evolving curve is regarded as a function of time. Then the corresponding discrete equations are converted into the following equations and solved iteratively by LU decomposition such that the evolved curve can be obtained. 
where  is a step size and U is a unit matrix.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To examine the feasibility and robustness of our model, some images with different typical characteristics were selected in our experiments, such as deep concavities, broken boundaries and high noise. Compared with traditional snake models including GVF snake, the potential of our model was further demonstrated. In the following experiments, the image potential energy 
A. Boundary Extraction with Deep Concavities
We studied the convergence capability of our model into boundary concavities and showed comparative results on two synthetic images with deeply boundary concavities. Our model was compared against other Snake models including classical snake, DVF, GVF and GGVF models. Fig. 1 shows the two synthetic images and those comparative results for other Snake models. Fig. 1(a) is the two synthetic images with initialization, while Fig. 1  (b) -(e) are the corresponding results from above four traditional snake models respectively. Results for boundary extraction using our model were shown in 1(f). For the snake, DVF, GVF, and GGVF models, the contour curves were prevented from converging to the object boundaries due to the saddle point at the entrance of the concave shape as shown in Fig. 1(b) -(e). As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the four used traditional snake models suffered severe problems: they failed in images with deep boundary concavities. However, a perfect boundary could be successfully extracted in our model. Furthermore, the accuracy measurements listed in Figure 2 . Extracting boundary with discontinuity edges. The first row: different original images with initializations; the second row: corresponding extracted boundaries using our model
B. Boundary Extraction with Discontinuity Edges
In the next experiment two synthetic images with discontinuity edges were chosen to demonstrate the convergence capability of our model. Figure 2(a)-(c) is the two synthetic images with different initializations, and the weighting coefficient 4 w was chosen as 0.04, 0.05 and 0.05 respectively. The placed initialization is inside object as shown in Fig. 2(a) , while others are outside as shown in Fig. 2(b)-(c) . The corresponding extracted boundaries are presented in Fig. 2(d)-(f) by guiding the outward (expansion) and inward (shrink) evolvement of the curve and the satisfying results for boundary extraction were obtained in our model. It was demonstrated that our model has the capability to overcome the problem of boundary extraction with discontinuity edges. 
C. Boundary Extraction with High Noise and Complex Background in Real Images
Two different medical images with high noise and complex background were chosen in our experiments. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the images with corresponding initializations, while the extracted boundaries using the proposed model are shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d) . The weighting coefficient 4 w was chosen as 0.04 and 0.05 respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 3 , it has been demonstrated that a satisfying boundary curve can be obtained by using our model and the capability of reducing noise sensitivity and converging into deeply boundary concavities were effectively improved in our model. Experimental results further demonstrated its capability to overcome the problem of boundary extraction with high noise and complex background.
V. CONCLUSIONS
